
• Difficult to do an accurate proforma 

• Danger of discriminatory practices 
because negotiations are deal driven, and 
time specific 

• The Canadians do it better with their 
menu-based system of development 
charges… 

Other problems of Incentive Zoning 











The menu approach 
addresses the 

discrimination issue...



…and that depletes the municipality’s tax 
base year after year! 

AFTER 
SPECIAL 
REVIEW 

AS OF 
RIGHT 

FITS 
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NORM 



But its still not 
the way to build 

tax base!



My recommendation: Form-based codes… 
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Author: Peter Katz

In 1995, author and planning authority Peter Katz wrote an article scolding planners for being

"planners who talk" rather than "planners who draw". The original article generated much

controversy, and appears here with a postscript added by Katz that reveals a glimmer of hope for

the planning profession in the U.S.

"We found it impossible to do good buildings in the suburbs. No matter how hard we tried, we were

constantly defeated by the uncoordinated surroundings of parking lots and arterials. Ultimately we came to

realize it wasn't an architectural problem we could address within our site, but rather a planning problem that

had to be resolved at the scale of the entire community."

That's how Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk described the realization that led her and husband Andres Duany to the

practice of planning in the late 1970s. Since then ― together with architects Peter Calthorpe, Victor Dover,

Joseph Kohl, Elizabeth Moule, Stefanos Polyzoides, Mark Schimmenti, Daniel Solomon, and others ― they've

forged a new approach to the making of communities. First called neotraditional planning, the approach has

since come to be known as the New Urbanism.

Importantly, the 15 contributors to the book The New Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of Community

, which I completed in 1994, are all architects. At the time I didn't find that odd. It seemed logical that

designers of the human habitat should be equally comfortable at the scale of a kitchen sink or an entire

metropolitan watershed.

Since then I've come to realize how heretical the notion of physical planning by architects is to those who've

come up through the complex world of professional planning—a world of policy, statistics, law, and social

programs. The New Urbanists refer to themselves as 'planners who draw." They call the others "planners who

talk." The differences in product and process are stunning.

The bigger question that fascinates me is this: How did we stray so far from the physical planning concepts

that served professionals so well in the early part of the last century? What led us to think that we could

define our communities primarily through words and numbers and let their physical form be determined

primarily by policy-makers, regulators and developers? If one looks at the places we've planned over the

past 70 years, the answer becomes self-evident.

My conclusion is that since about 1938 planners haven't been in the business of planning; they've been
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Contact me: 
Katzoid@earthlink.net 

202/486-7160 
 

Thank You. 



 

Addl. stuff: 
 
Titles / section: 
 
For PH Bart: 3 legs 
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